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Abstract Drag reduction by super-hydrophobic surfaces is investigated using Lattice Boltzmann simulations in turbulent channel flow.
The super-hydrophobic surface is modeled as longitudinal arrays of slip/no-slip stripes of size 4 ≤ g+0 = w+0 ≤ 128, covering both
channel walls, where g+0 andw+0 denote the widths of the slip and no-slip stripes, respectively, normalized with respect to the friction-
velocity of the base flow and viscosity. An additional case was also run with g+0 = 28, w+0 = 4. All simulations were performed in
channels of size 5h × 2.5h × 2h at a bulk Reynolds number of Reb = Ubh/ν = 3600 (Reτ0 ≈ 230), where h denotes the channel
half height. Drag reductions of 5%, 11%, 18%, 23%, 38%, 47% and 51% were observed for g+0 = w+0 = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128

and g+0 = 28, w+0 = 4, respectively. Mathematical analysis shows that the magnitude of drag reduction can be expressed as
DR = Us/Ub+ε, where ε is zero in laminar flow, but attains a small non-zero value in turbulent flow proportional to the magnitude of
DR. Results from both the present DNS studies as well as prior experiments [1] were found to fit this scaling. The one-point turbulence
statistics show characteristics of combined slip described by [3]. When normalized in wall units, the turbulence statistics and structure
remains nearly unchanged outside of a layer of thickness on the order of one slip-length from the walls. Drag reduction is found to be
due to a weakening of the turbulence structures accompanied by a drop in turbulence production throughout the channel, but especially
over the slip surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Super-hydrophobic surfaces have shown promise as a means of skin-friction drag reduction in the recent years [4]. How-
ever, experimental results have been inconsistent, and two main questions regarding the scaling of drag reduction with
super-hydrophobic surface properties and mechanism of drag reduction remain unanswered.

Figure 1. The channel geometry and coordinate system.

The objective of the present study is to use results from DNS in
turbulent channel flow using Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) methods
to further investigate these questions. The super-hydrophobic
surface is modeled as longitudinal arrays of slip/no-slip stripes
covering both channel walls. As such, the gas/liquid interface in
the real super-hydrophobic surface is modeled as a flat shear-free
interface. A schematic of the channel geometry and coordinate
system is shown in figure 1. Six different cases were studied
corresponding to g+0 = w+0 = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, where g+0

andw+0 denote width of the slip and no-slip stripes in wall units.
In all of these cases fraction of shear-free to no-slip surface area
was kept constant at 1 : 1. An additional case with g+0 = 28 and w+0 = 4 was also investigated. All simulations were
performed in channels of size 5h×2.5h×2h at a constant bulk Reynolds number ofReb = Ubh/ν = 3600, corresponding
to a base friction Reynolds number of Reτ0 = uτ0h/ν ≈ 230, where h denotes the channel half-height. Standard D3Q19
single relaxation time Lattice Boltzmann method was used for all the simulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Drag reductions of 5%, 11%, 18%, 23%, 38%, 47% and 51% were observed for g+0 = w+0 ≈ 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and
w+0 = 4, g+0 = 28, respectively. The corresponding slip velocities were Us/Ub = 0.06, 0.10, 0.15, 0.23, 0.32, 0.37 and
0.45, where Us denotes the average slip-velocity at the wall. Mathematical analysis shows that the magnitude of drag
reduction scales as DR = Us/Ub + ε. This scaling is valid in both laminar and turbulent flow and is independent of the
Reynolds number. The value of ε is zero in laminar flow. In turbulent flow, ε attains a small non-zero value proportional to
the magnitude of drag reduction. Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of results from the present DNS in turbulent channel
flow, DNS in laminar channel flow, and experiments of [1] in turbulent channel flow with the scaling DR = Us/Ub.
Prior studies have suggested that the magnitude of DR scales with l+0

s and Reτ0 [2] or with g+0 [5] in turbulent flow, and
with (w + g)/2H in laminar flow [6]. Comparison of the present DNS results in laminar and turbulent channel flow and
experimental results in turbulent channel flow with these scalings, shown in Figures 2(a-c), indicates that Us/Ub provides
the best match to all the available data.
Figure 3 shows the one-point turbulence statistics in drag-reduced flow compared to the base channel with no-slip walls.
The mean velocity profiles (Fig. 3b) show characteristics of combined slip described by [3]. Presence of the slip/no-slip
stripes also gives rise to a mean secondary flow in the channel in the form of pairs of couner-rotating streamwise vortices.
The turbulence intensities normalized in wall units (Fig. 3c) show an increase in the streamwise and spanwise components
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Figure 2. The scaling of DR with super-hydrophobic properties: (a) DR vs. Us/Ub; (b) DR vs. l+0
s ; (c) DR vs. g+0; (d) DR vs.

(w + g)/2H . •, LB DNS at Reb = 3600 (Reτ0 ≈ 230) with 4 ≤ g+0 = w+0 ≤ 128; �, LB DNS at Reb = 3600 (Reτ0 ≈ 230)
with g+0 ≈ 28, w+0 ≈ 4; �, LB DNS of laminar flow at Reb = 100; —/—, Experiments of [1] at 2450 ≤ Reb ≤ 4000,
g = w = 30µm, micro-grooves on one wall; —.—, Experiments of [1] at 1100 ≤ Reb ≤ 2900, g = w = 30µm, micro-
grooves on both walls; —M—, Experiments of [1] at 1500 ≤ Reb ≤ 4000, g = w = 60µm, micro-grooves on both walls; – – –,
DR = Us/Ub = l+0

s /[l+0
s + (Reb/Reτ0)]; – · –, Results of [2] for streamwise slip; – ·· –, Results of [2] for combined slip.
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Figure 3. Turbulence statistics in drag reduced flow: (a) skin-friction coefficient, Cf ; (b) mean velocity profile; (c) turbulence inten-
sities; (d) Reynolds shear stress 〈τR,xz〉, viscous shear stress 〈τv〉, and total stress 〈τt〉; (e) TKE production and dissipation in wall
units (f) TKE production and dissipation normalized with Ub and h, (g) TKE production and dissipation over the no-slip stripes in
bulk units, (h) TKE production and dissipation over the slip stripes in bulk units; – ·· –, LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 4, 5%DR; – · –,
LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 8, 10.9%DR; – – –, LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 16, 18.2%DR; —– ·—–, LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 32,
22.6%DR; —– —–, LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 64, 38.2%DR; ——, LB DNS, g+0 = w+0 ≈ 128, 47.3%DR; —– ··—–, LB DNS,
g+0 ≈ 28, w+0 ≈ 4, 51.6%DR; · · · ·, LB DNS, No-Slip channel.

up to a distance on the order of z+ ≈ l+s from the walls. Outside of this region, the turbulence statistics are nearly the
same as regular channel flow if normalized in wall units. The Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 3d), normalized in wall units,
shows a drop at high DRs, reflecting the lower Reynolds number of the flow after drag reduction.
Similar trends are also observed in the Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE) production and dissipation, as shown in Fig.
3(e). When normalized in wall units, the production and dissipation are nearly unchanged from regular channel flow
outside of a layer of thickness z+ ≈ l+s near the walls. For z+ < l+s , there is additional turbulence production and
dissipation due to the secondary flow created by the slip/no-slip stripes. When plotted in bulk units, however, large drops
in TKE production and dissipation can be observed with increasing magnitude of DR, as shown in Fig. 3(f). This drop
is observed both on no-slip and slip surfaces, but is far more pronounced over the slip surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3(g-h).
This drop in TKE production is believed to be the origin of DR with super-hydrophobic surfaces.
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